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Abstract. The success and generalisation of deep learning algorithms
heavily depend on learning good feature representations. In medical imag-
ing this entails representing anatomical information, as well as properties
related to the specific imaging setting. Anatomical information is required
to perform further analysis, whereas imaging information is key to disen-
tangle scanner variability and potential artefacts. The ability to factorise
these would allow for training algorithms only on the relevant information
according to the task. To date, such factorisation has not been attempted.
In this paper, we propose a methodology of latent space factorisation rely-
ing on the cycle-consistency principle. As an example application, we con-
sider cardiac MR segmentation, where we separate information related to
the myocardium from other features related to imaging and surrounding
substructures. We demonstrate the proposed method’s utility in a semi-
supervised setting: we use very few labelled images together with many
unlabelled images to train a myocardium segmentation neural network.
Specifically, we achieve comparable performance to fully supervised net-
works using a fraction of labelled images in experiments on ACDC and a
dataset from Edinburgh Imaging Facility QMRI. Code will be made avail-
able at https://github.com/agis85/spatial factorisation.

1 Introduction

The effectiveness of any (deep or shallow) learning algorithm lies in learning good
feature representations. These must be maximally informative for the task at
hand, whilst being invariant to unrelated information (e.g. variations in imaging,
noise, etc), so that they can generalise to unseen examples [5]. Invariance to some
factors, e.g. translations, can be attributed to the architecture, for instance with
the use of convolution and max-pooling, but invariance to more complex factors
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is achieved by the learning process, and specifically encouraged by regularisers
(explicit regularisation) or data augmentation (implicit regularisation) [1].

At a high level the aim is to keep relevant but discard irrelevant information,
however which information is relevant is strongly task dependent. In this paper we
are interested in the related task of decomposing the input into meaningful com-
ponents (or factors), which offers many benefits. Critically it enables preserving
factors not directly relevant to the primary task, which may otherwise be discarded
when driven by pure supervised learning. It is then possible to reuse parts of a fac-
torised representation for related tasks or for transfer learning to other domains.
Further, by capturing specific properties of the data, such representations become
easier to interpret, an aspect of currently heated debate in deep learning with ded-
icated workshops on the topic (e.g. http://interpretable.ml). Finally, finding (and
preserving) the factors of variation is de facto necessary for generative models, in
order to be able to (re)produce realistic results.

Factorised representations are a recent topic in deep learning [6,7,9,11,14,15].
These works focus on decomposing feature representations into discrete or con-
tinuous latent vectors. At present, there has not been any work on learning fac-
torised representations that include spatial components, which are of particular
interest for spatially equivariant tasks using fully convolutional networks (such as
segmentation and registration).1 Here we propose a spatial decomposition network
(SDNet), that decomposes input images into a spatial map containing anatom-
ical information and a latent vector of image intensity information (and resid-
ual anatomical information), leveraging the cycle-consistency loss [21], originally
proposed for style transfer. Specifically, we train two networks: one that learns
a decomposition into spatial and non-spatial latent factors, and one that learns
to reconstruct the input image using the decomposed representation. We demon-
strate our method in semi-supervised myocardium segmentation, using a small
amount of labelled but a large pool of unlabelled cardiac cine MR images. In
this application, our method learns to decompose the shape and location of the
myocardium from information related to surrounding structures and pixel inten-
sities (related to scanner properties and other imaging characteristics).

In summary, our contributions are the following: (a) We propose a new
method for disentangling images into a spatial map and a continuous vector,
which is directly applicable to medical images for representing anatomical and
non-anatomical information. (b) We show properties of the decomposed latent
space by generating examples using latent space arithmetic. (c) We demonstrate
the utility of our method in a semi-supervised myocardium segmentation task,
where the learned high-level topological knowledge allows the network to retain
performance in a low data regime.

1 Concurrent work with ours, introduced auxiliary variables and combined them with
a spatial representation for the task of image translation [2,10].

http://interpretable.ml
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2 Related Work

Learning Factorised Representations: To date interest has centred on repre-
senting factors of variation as independent latent variables, using Autoencoders
[7] or Variational Autoencoders (VAE) [15] to decompose classification related
factors from remaining image reconstruction factors. VAE were used for unsu-
pervised learning of factorised representations, where the factors of variation are
discovered throughout the learning process [9,11]. A generative model combin-
ing VAE with Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) was proposed in [14] to
decompose the input into image classes and remaining factors. Further, InfoGAN
was proposed in [6], in which mutual information between a latent variable and
the generated images is maximised. More recently, feature decompositions were
proposed for video data to separate foreground from background [19], and motion
from content [18]. These methods learn decomposed representations in terms of
continuous or discrete variables; however, spatial information could be directly
represented in a convolutional map, and this would be useful when the learning
task is semantic segmentation. Our proposed method produces a decomposition
as a combination of spatial and non-spatial information. This makes our learned
representation directly applicable to segmentation tasks.

Semi-supervised Segmentation: Using unlabelled data to guide learning is
appealing and has been exploited by the community. In [3] an iterative method
was proposed, where a CNN is alternately trained on labelled and post-processed
unlabelled sets. GANs were used in [20], for a gland segmentation task, involving
supervised and unsupervised adversarial costs. Another approach [4] aims to
minimise the distance between embeddings of labelled and unlabelled examples
by comparing them in feature space. Semi-supervised learning with GANs was
also proposed for semantic segmentation. The discriminator classifies between
real and synthetic segmentation masks produced by the generator in [12], while
in [17] the generator is used to increase the dataset size and the discriminator
performs segmentation. Our method differs from these in that we introduce both
adversarial and cycle losses to push mask generation to be spatially aligned with
the image and avoid the need for post-processing as in [3]. Also we do not require
any pairs of image and masks for discriminator training as in [20], and we retain
all information, in contrast to [4] which preserves only task relevant information.

Fig. 1. Input images, segmentation masks and reconstructions produced by a Cycle-
GAN. Left: high weight on segmentation, right: high weight on reconstruction.
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3 Proposed Approach: The SDNet

Motivation: A useful latent representation is one that describes the data well.
Spatial (segmentation) maps can be considered a form of latent variable that
allows visual inspection of what a network learns. At the same time, an easy
(unsupervised) way to see whether a latent representation captures the data is
to use a decoder to reconstruct the input. In fact, even CycleGANs are autoen-
coders: they encode (and decode) the input via an intermediate output and thus
inspire the design of our approach. Yet they have problems particularly when
the intermediate output is discretised (a binary mask) and supervised losses are
introduced. Their performance heavily depends on the weighting of the losses, as
shown in Fig. 1. If the segmentation loss is weighted higher than the reconstruc-
tion loss, it is not possible to reconstruct the input since the binary mask does not
contain enough information for the transformation. When differently weighted,
information is stored in the binary mask ruining semantics. This confirms find-
ings of others, that a CycleGAN resolves the many-to-one/one-to-many problem
by storing low-frequency information in the output image [8]. We can see that the
two losses are antagonistic, and a standard CycleGAN is not suitable as is. We
need to introduce variables that break the many-to-one problem, encouraging a
balance between the losses to achieve good segmentation and reconstruction.

Fig. 2. Schematic of SDNet: an image is decomposed as a spatial representation of
anatomy (in our case myocardial mask M) and a latent vector Z that captures other
anatomical and imaging characteristics. Both mask and Z are used to reconstruct
the input. The model consists of several convolutional (CB) and dense blocks (DB).
BatchNormalization and LeakyRelu activations are used throughout.

SDNet: Our model is comprised of two interconnected neural networks, a
“decomposer” and a“reconstructor”, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The former decom-
poses an input 2D image (slice in a cine acquisition) into two components: a
spatial representation of the myocardium in the form of a binary mask, and a
latent representation of the remaining anatomical and imaging features in the
form of a vector. Thus, the mask is an image having pixel to pixel correspon-
dences with the input and is inherently spatial, whereas the other representation
is a vector representing information in a high level way that is not directly spa-
tial. The reconstructor receives the two representations and aims to synthesise
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the original input image. Given a successful decomposition, the binary mask acts
as a guide defining where the reconstructed myocardium should be. The role of
the latent feature variable is then to learn some topology around the myocardium
and fill the necessary intensity patterns, and allow for many-to-many mappings.

Costs: More formally, let f and g be the decomposer and reconstructor. Given
an image slice Xi, we aim to learn weights of f to decompose into a mask M and
a 16 dimensional vector Z, that is f(Xi) = {fM (Xi), fZ(Xi)} = {M,Z}, and the
weights of g to remap the decomposition back to an image g(fM (Xi), fZ(Xi)).

In a semi-supervised setup data comes from a labelled set SL =
{Xi,Mi}i∈[1,N ] and an unlabelled set SU = {Xj}j∈[1,M ] where usually M > N .
We now define the following losses. Firstly, a reconstruction loss from autoen-
coding an image, Lrec(f, g) = EX [‖X − g(f(X))‖1]. Secondly, two super-
vised losses when having images with corresponding masks MX , LM (f) =
EX [Dice(MX , fM (X))], and LI(f, g) = EX [‖X − g(MX , fZ(X)))‖1]. Finally,
an adversarial loss using an image discriminator DX , as AI(f, g,DX) =
EX [DX(g(f(X)))2 + (DX(X) − 1)2]. Networks f and g are trained to max-
imise this objective against an adversarial discriminator trained to minimise
it. Similarly, we define an adversarial loss using a mask discriminator DM as
AM (f) = EX,M [DM (fM (X))2 + (DM (M) − 1)2]. Both adversarial losses are
based on [13]. The overall cost function is defined as:

λ1LM (f) + λ2AM (f,DM ) + λ3Lrec(f, g) + λ4LI(f, g) + λ5AI(f, g,DX)

The loss for images from the unlabelled set does not contain the first and fourth
terms. The λ are experimentally set to 10, 10, 1, 10 and 1 respectively.

Implementation Details: The decomposer follows a U-Net [16] architecture
(see Fig. 2), and its last layer outputs a segmentation mask of the myocardium
via a sigmoid activation function. The model’s deep spatial maps contain down-
sampled image information, which is used to derive the latent vector Z through
a series of convolutions and fully connected layers, with the final output being
passed through a sigmoid so Z is bounded. Following this, an architecture with
three residual blocks is employed as the reconstructor (see Fig. 2).

The spatial and continuous representations are not explicitly made indepen-
dent, so during training the model could still store all information needed for
reconstructing the input as low values in the spatial mask, since finding a map-
ping from a spatial representation to an image is easier than combining two
sources of information, namely the mask and Z. To prevent this, we apply a
step function (i.e. a threshold) at the spatial input of the reconstructor to bina-
rise the mask in the forward pass. We store the original values and bypass the
step function during back-propagation, and apply the updates to the original
non-binary mask. Note that the binarisation of the mask only takes place at the
input of the reconstructor network and is not used by the discriminator.
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4 Experiments and Discussion

4.1 Data and Baselines

ACDC: We use data from the 2017 ACDC Challenge2 containing cine-MR
images from patients with various disease. Images were acquired in 1.5T or 3T
MR scanners, with resolution between 1.22 and 1.68 mm2/pixel and the number
of phases varying between 28 to 40 images per patient. We resample all volumes
to 1.37 mm2/pixel resolution and normalise in the range [−1, 1].

QMRI: We also use cine-MR data acquired at Edinburgh Imaging Facility
QMRI with a 3T scanner, of 28 healthy patients, each having a volume of 30
frames. The spatial resolution is 1.406 mm2/pixels with a slice thickness 6 mm,
matrix size 256 × 216 and field of view 360 mm × 303.75 mm.

Baselines: We use as a fully-supervised baseline a standard U-Net network
trained with a Dice loss, similar to most participants of the ACDC challenge. We
also consider a semi-supervised baseline, shorthanded as GAN below, by adding
a GAN loss to the supervised loss to allow adversarial training [12].

Fig. 3. Reconstructions using different Mi and Zi combinations (see text for details).

4.2 Latent Space Arithmetic

As a demonstration of our learned representation, in Fig. 3 we show reconstruc-
tions of input images from the training set using different combinations of masks
and Z components. In the first three columns, we show the original input with
the predicted mask and the input’s reconstruction. Next, we take the spatial
representation Mj from one image and combine it with the Zi component of the
other image, and vice versa. As shown in the figure (4th column) the intensities
and the anatomy around the myocardium remains unchanged, but the myocar-
dial shape and position, which are encoded in the mask, change to that of the

2 https://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/Challenge/acdc/index.html.

https://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/Challenge/acdc/index.html
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second image. The final two columns show reconstructions using a null mask
(i.e. Mi = 0) and the correct Zi in 5th column, or using the original mask with
a Zi = 0 in 6th column. In the first case, the produced image does not contain
myocardium, whereas in the second case the image contains only myocardium
and no other anatomical or MR characteristics.

Fig. 4. Two examples of segmentation performance: input, prediction and ground
truth.

4.3 Semi-supervised Results

The utility of a factorised representation becomes evident in semi-supervised
learning. Qualitatively in Fig. 4 we can see that our method closely follows
ground truth segmentation masks (example from ACDC held-out test set).

To assess our performance quantitatively we train a variety of setups varying
the number of labelled training images whilst keeping the unlabelled fixed (in
both ACDC and QMRI cases). We train SDNet and the baselines (U-Net and
GAN), test on held-out test sets, and use 3-fold cross validation (with 70%, 15%,
15% of the volumes used in training, validation and test splits respectively).
Results are shown in Table 1. For reference a U-Net trained with supervision
on the full ACDC and QMRI datasets achieves a Dice score of 0.817 and 0.686
respectively. We can see that even when the number of labelled images is very
low, our method is able to achieve segmentation accuracy considerably higher
than the other two methods. As the number of labelled images increases, all
models achieve similar accuracy.

Table 1. Myocardium Dice scores on ACDC and QMRI data. For training, 1200
unlabelled and varying numbers of labelled images were used. Masks for adversarial
training came from the dataset, but do not correspond to any training images.

ACDC QMRI

Labelled images 284 142 68 34 11 157 78 39 19

U-Net 0.782 0.657 0.581 0.356 0.026 0.686 0.681 0.441 0.368

GAN 0.787 0.727 0.648 0.365 0.080 0.795 0.756 0.580 0.061

SDNet 0.771 0.767 0.731 0.678 0.415 0.794 0.772 0.686 0.424
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5 Conclusion

We presented a method that decomposes images into spatial and (non-spatial)
latent representations employing the cycle-consistency principle. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first work to investigate spatial representation factori-
sation, in which one factor of the representation is inherently spatial, and thus
well suited to spatial tasks. We demonstrated its applicability in semi-supervised
myocardial segmentation. In the low-data regime (≈1% of labelled with respect
to unlabelled data) it achieves remarkable results, showing the power of the
proposed learned representation. We leave as future work generative extensions,
where we learn statistical distributions of our embeddings (as in VAEs).
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